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ABSTRACT

The successful penetration of supercritical carbon dioxide
(sCO2) power systems in the energy market largely depends on
the achievable turbomachinery efficiency. The present study il-
lustrates a systematic framework where both the compressor and
the turbine are designed via validated (within ±2%pts against
experiments) mean-line tools and the subsequent impact on cy-
cle performance estimates is quantitatively and qualitatively as-
sessed. A significant effort is devoted to the analysis of centrifu-
gal compressor performance operating close to the thermody-
namic critical point, where sharp variations in the thermody-
namic properties may make critical the compression process.
The analysis is performed for different compressor sizes and
pressure ratios, showing a comparatively small contribution of
the compressor-intake fluid conditions to the machine efficiency,
which may achieve competitive values (82÷ 85%) for represen-
tative full-scale sizes. Two polynomial correlations for both the
turbomachinery efficiencies are devised as a function of proper
similarity parameters accounting for machine sizes and load-
ings. Such correlations can be easily embedded in power cycle
optimizations, which are usually carried out assuming constant-
turbomachinery efficiencies, thus ignoring the effects of plant
size and cycle operating parameters. Efficiency correlations are
finally exploited to perform several optimizations of a represen-
tative recompression sCO2 cycle, by varying multiple cycle pa-
rameters, namely maximum and minimum temperature, pressure
ratio and net power output. The results highlight that the re-
placement of the constant-efficiency assumption with the pro-
posed correlations leads to more accurate performance predic-
tions (e.g. cycle efficiency can differ by more than 4% pts), be-
sides showing that an optimal pressure ratio exists in the range
2÷5 for all the investigated configurations.

INTRODUCTION
Supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2) power systems represent a
promising cost-effective solution for several technologies, rang-
ing from nuclear [1] to concentrating solar power [2] and waste
heat recovery [3]. In these fields of application, sCO2 plants
may prevail over conventional power systems (generally featur-
ing steam as working fluid) thanks to the overall higher conver-
sion efficiency, simpler plant layout and smaller turbomachinery
sizes [4]. These considerations are mainly supported by techno-
economic analyses of the thermodynamic cycle, which usually
rely on simplified models for the main components (heat ex-
changers and turbomachinery).

Unfortunately, these analyses may be biased by reworking
paradigms derived from conventional technologies, for which
well-validated data are available. The aleatory decision to as-
sume specific values for some parameters may determine on pa-
per the success of a sCO2 power system over a traditional one.
An example is given by the common tendency to assume constant
values for the turbomachinery efficiencies, whose choice greatly
affects the overall cycle performance [5]. Besides, the arbitrary
root of this choice may lead to significantly different, sometimes
contradictory, results published in Open Literature (a clear exam-
ple is illustrated by the survey conducted in [6]). Systematic and
tailor-made rules for this specific field have yet to be devised in
order to enable fair comparisons with well-established technolo-
gies. The present work aims at filling this gap with a focus on tur-
bomachinery operating with CO2 in the peculiar thermodynamic
conditions delineated by the power cycle, providing a systematic
frameworks via computational design and optimization models.
The implication of turbomachinery designs and performance on
the power cycle is quantitatively assessed as well.

The compressor is recognized as one of the most critical
component for future sCO2 power cycles [7]. The general expec-
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tation is that the compressor may be less efficient or may exhibit
more stability issues if compared to its air-breathing counterpart,
resulting from operations close to the thermodynamic critical
point where a sharp variation in the thermodynamic properties
and local two-phase flows may possibly occur. This statement
was questioned by Noall & Pash [8], who provided a prelim-
inary analysis of a full-scale compressor featuring a compara-
tively high efficiency (83÷ 85%). In the first part of the paper,
after a proper validation of the mean-line compressor model, we
support this perspective at least for compressors at design con-
ditions, providing optimized designs and corresponding perfor-
mance (in terms of efficiency) for different upstream thermody-
namic conditions, pressure ratios and mass-flow rates.

Moreover, we propose a similar approach to also model the
turbine, coupling an optimization strategy with a mean-line de-
sign tool. Our analysis is limited to the axial-turbine layout, be-
cause it is considered suitable for a larger range of plant capaci-
ties than the radial-inflow counterpart [4].

Then, we collect all optimized designs to build consistent
polynomial correlations (separately for the compressor and for
the turbine) to include realistic variations of the turbomachinery
efficiencies within the framework of cycle analysis and optimiza-
tion. These tailor-made correlations make it possible to properly
infer about the evolution of optimal cycle parameters, such as
overall pressure ratio and cycle efficiency, for different temper-
ature levels and installed plant capacities. Finally, the potential
efficiency gain achievable by multi-stage turbomachinery is in-
vestigated on a discrete number of operating conditions and the
advantages in terms of cycle performance are highlighted.

1 NUMERICAL TOOLS
In this section, cycle and turbomachinery models are described
and the main assumptions are clearly pointed out. In order to ex-
plore a wide range of design conditions at a reasonable computa-
tional cost, the mean-line representation is selected as simulation
tool for both turbomachinery components, namely centrifugal
compressors and axial turbines. The mean-line representations
assumes uniform and unidirectional flow in each relevant section
at midspan, hub and tip. Thanks to these simplifications, it al-
lows determining a preliminary machine layout in terms of size,
angular speed, blade heights and velocity triangles at a very low
computational cost. Besides, they also provide a realistic repre-
sentation of the flow path along the machine. As both codes are
conceived as direct simulation tools, they need an external opti-
mization routine for design application. Carbon dioxide proper-
ties are computed by calling the external thermodynamic library
RefProp® [9], which features a multi-parameter equation of state
expressed in terms of Helmholtz fundamental relation [10].

1.1 Cycle layout and model assumptions
The present analysis is carried out on a representative sCO2

closed cycle, namely the so-called recompression cycle, whose
layout is reported in Figure 1. Among the large number of cy-
cle arrangements (see, for a review, [11]), the recompression cy-

cle provides a high efficiency and a comparatively simple layout.
The presence of an internal heat recuperation allows retrieving
the residual thermal energy at the turbine outlet to preheat the
compressed fluid, thus reducing both the heat input and the heat
rejected to the environment. To cope with the strong variation
of the fluid specific heat in the cold side, the recuperative pro-
cess is split into two units operating with different mass-flow
rates. In this way, it is possible to optimize the temperature pro-
files between hot and cold sides by acting on the thermal ca-
pacity of the cold side, so that the entropy generated by finite-
temperature differences in the heat-transfer process is reduced.
In this work, heat exchangers, both the primary heat exchanger
and recuperators (hereinafter, LTR: low-temperature recuperator,
HTR: high-temperature recuperator), are simulated with a one-
dimensional approach, splitting the overall heat-transfer problem
in several sub-problems whereby the fluid properties are assumed
constant. A finite pinch-point temperature difference ∆Tpp is pro-
vided for each heat exchanger, to avoid the occurrence of neg-
ative pinch-point temperature difference when the split factor,
SF = ṁLT R/ṁ, i.e. the ratio between the mass flow in the LTR
and the overall mass flow, is varied. A dedicated routine checks
where the pinch-point occurs within LTR, as the cooling process
is strongly non linear due to the significant variation of CO2 spe-
cific heat in the range of interest. Based on previous works [12],
a 10 ◦C is imposed as a pinch-point temperature difference in
the heat exchangers and a relative pressure drop ∆p/pin = 2%
is considered for all heat exchangers as well. The heat input
is provided by a hot source at constant temperature. Electric
(both for generator and motors) and mechanical efficiencies are
set at the constant value of 97% [12]. Turbomachinery are imple-
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FIGURE 1: Recompression sCO2 cycle layout and correspond-
ing thermodynamic transformations on T–s plane. MC: Main
compressor; RC: Recompressor; PHX: Primary Heat Exchanger;
T: Turbine; HTR: High-Temperature Recuperator; LTR: Low-
Temperature Recuperator; HRU: Heat Rejection Unit. A map of
the compressibility factor Z = Pv/RT is superposed.
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mented either at constant isentropic efficiency or with dedicated
efficiency correlations, detailed in Section 3. For each cycle,
maximum and minimum pressures, along with the split factor,
are varied to obtain the highest electrical efficiency, defined as
ηel = Ẇel/Q̇in, where Ẇel is the electrical power and Q̇in is the
thermal power input. To this end, a hybrid optimization rou-
tine is used, combining a genetic-based algorithm to initialize a
gradient-based method. Figure 1 also reports the typical transfor-
mations on temperature–specific entropy (T–s) thermodynamic
plane, fixing the cycle minimum temperature Tmin = 35 ◦C and
the hot-source temperature Tmax = 550 ◦C and assuming constant
efficiencies for the turbomachinery (ηc = 0.86 for the compres-
sors and ηt = 0.90 for the turbine).

1.2 Mean-line tool for centrifugal compressors
The mean-line code for the design of single-stage centrifugal

compressor operating with sCO2 is based on several loss models,
formulated as enthalpy variations, which account for the sources
of entropy generation usually occurring in centrifugal compres-
sors. The calculations are run by assigning the compressor ge-
ometry along with upstream total quantities and mass-flow rate.
The impeller loss model is rooted in the pioneer work of Oh et
al. [13], which was validated for sCO2 compressor [14, 15, 16]
against experimental results [7]. Five sources of losses (causing
a decrease in the total-pressure rise), namely incidence, blade-
loading, tip clearance, mixing and skin-friction losses, were for-
mulated to derive the impeller efficiency. Moreover, three exter-
nal losses (only contributing to an increase of the machine total
enthalpy) were also considered, i.e. recirculation, disc-friction
and leakage losses. The present design tool recovers the full set
of losses, whose analytical expressions are reported in Table 1
for the reader’s convenience. The deviation angle at the impeller
outlet is estimated with the slip factor formulation provided by
Wiesner [17]. Whenever splitter blades are introduced, the ef-
fective number of blades is assumed as Ne f f = Nbl + 0.75Nspl ,
where Nbl represents the number of full blades and Nspl is the
number of splitter blades.

In an effort of improving the predictive capabilities, real-
istic losses for the diffuser and volute, as well as their pre-
liminary sizing, are also implemented. Two kind of losses are
considered for the vaned diffuser, namely incidence and skin-
friction losses, recalling the formulations available for the im-
peller. The skin-friction loss occurring in the vaned diffuser
includes an additional factor δBL, accounting for the develop-
ment of boundary layer in the impeller channel [18]. A con-
stant skin-friction coefficient, c f = 0.006, is considered in the
computation of skin-friction losses for both the impeller and
the vaned diffuser. This value was suggested for air-breathing
compressors [19], whose operations are characterized by signifi-
cantly lower Reynolds numbers with respect to the typical values
found in sCO2 compressors [20]. Besides, a dedicated analysis of
the skin-friction coefficient was performed by Ameli et al. [15],
showing that c f = 0.006 is reasonably acceptable for sCO2 cen-
trifugal compressors. Finally, the radial component of the veloc-

ity at the diffuser outlet is dissipated to account for the volute
loss. A skin-friction loss for the volute might be formulated as
well, however the kinetic energy involved in this component is
rather low, so that this source of loss is not expected to signifi-
cantly affect the compressor performance.

The mean-line code is validated against experimental data
provided by Sandia Laboratories [7] at three different rotational
speeds, namely 45000 RPM, 50000 RPM and 55000 RPM. The
introduction of vaned-diffuser losses requires to supply its main
geometrical parameters, i.e. outlet and inlet diffuser angles
(α3,bl , α4,bl), vane length and vane number (Lvn, Nvn), inlet and
outlet vane thicknesses (t3, t4) and diffuser radial extensions (R3,
R4). Although very detailed information about impeller geom-
etry can be found in [7], only α3,bl = 71.5◦ and Nvn = 17 are
there clearly reported for the vaned diffuser. The missing geo-
metrical information are retrieved from [21] (fig. 2, p. 3) by
graphical extrapolation. Values adopted in the validation are:
t3 = 1mm, t4 = 6mm, R3 ≈ R2, R4 = 65.2mm, Lvn = 22.8mm
and α4,bl = 31.5 ◦. A relatively small outlet diffuser angle, mea-
sured from the radial direction, is consistent with the large volute
size reported in [7]. Within this mean-line framework, the vaned
diffuser and the volute are sized mainly according to Aungier
[18]; for the volute, a circular external shape is assumed.

To foster the tool validity, an uncertainty-quantification anal-
ysis is also presented along with the validation. The scope is to
prove that comparatively small variability in the input parame-
ters does not produce large uncertainties in compressor perfor-
mance, thus boosting the tool fidelity when different cases are
compared. Moreover, unavoidable approximations in the deriva-
tion of the diffuser geometry are properly accounted in this way.
A Monte Carlo sampling is performed for each rotational speed,
including seven independent uncertainties as reported in Table 2.
An uniform distribution is prescribed for all uncertainties. In ad-
dition to the geometrical data of the vaned diffuser, which were
inferred from images reported in [21, 7], thus inherently uncer-
tain, we also include the following uncertainties: the skin friction
coefficient c f , a coefficient kµ which evaluates the effect of vari-
ations up to ±2% in the slip-factor estimation, and the design
pressure-recovery coefficient for the vaned diffuser, defined as
CP = (P4−P3)/(PT 3−P3), where the subscript T stands for to-
tal quantities.

Figure 2 reports the mean trend along with the extended
confidence intervals for performance maps expressed in terms of
total-to-static efficiency and enthalpy rise. This latter is intended
as the equivalent enthalpy rise associated to the real increase in
total pressure across the compressor, accordingly expressed as

h(PT 5,s1)−h(PT 1,s1) = leul−∆himp−∆hdi f f −∆hvol , (1)

where leul is the eulerian work, ∆himp is the sum of all impeller
losses, ∆hdi f f and ∆hvol includes all losses in the diffuser and vo-
lute, respectively. On the other hand, the compressor efficiency
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Loss Mechanism Loss Model

Impeller incidence ∆hin = finc w2
1 sin2(β1−β1,bl), finc = 0.5÷0.7

Impeller blade loading ∆hbl = 0.05D2
f u2

2, D f = 1− w2

w1
+

∆hT T/u2
2

w1t

w2

[(
Ne f f

π

)(
1− D1t

D2

)
+2

D1t

D2

]
Impeller clearance ∆hcl = 0.6

δr

b2
v2,tg

√
4π(R2

1t −R2
1h)v2,tg v1,m

b2 Ne f f (R2−R1t)(1+ρ2/ρ1)
,

Impeller mixing ∆hmx = 0.5
v2

2
1+ tan2 α2

(
ε

1− ε

)2

, ε = 0÷0.35

Impeller friction ∆hs f = 2c f
Lb

Dh
w2, w =

v1,tg +w1,tg + v2 +2w1h +3w2

8

Lb =
π

8
(2R2− (R1t +R1h)−b2 +2Lax)

(
2

(cosβ1t + cosβ1h)/2+ cosβ2,bl

)
Lax = D2(0.014+0.023D2/D1h +2.012V̇T 1/(u2D2

2))

Dh =
π(D2

1t −D2
1h)

2πD1 +Ne f f (D1t −D1h)

Recirculation ∆hrc = 8×10−5 sinh(3.5α3
2 )D2

f u2
2

Disc friction ∆hd f = c f
ρ R2

2 U3
2

4ṁ
, ρ = (ρ2 +ρ1)/2

Leakage ∆hlk =
ṁL uL u2

2ṁ
, ṁL = ρ2 uL δ Lax Ne f f , uL = 0.816

√
2∆PL

ρ2

∆PL =
ṁ(R2v2,tg−R1tv1t,tg)

Ne f f RbLax
, R = (R2 +R1t)/2, b = (b1 +b2)/2

Diffuser incidence ∆hin,d = finc v2
3 sin2 (α3−α3,bl), finc = 0.5÷0.7

Diffuser friction ∆hs f ,d = 2c f
Lvn

Dh,vnδ 0.25
BL

v2, v =
√

v2
3 + v2

4/2

Lvn = D3(D4/D3−1)/(cosα3,bl + cosα4,bl)

δBL = 5.142c f Lvn/Dh,vn

Dh,vn = (D3h +D4h)/2

D3h =
2b2(2π R3/Nvn− t3)

(π R3/Nvn− t3)+b2/cosα3,bl
, D4h =

2b2(2π R4/Nvn− t4)
(π R4/Nvn− t4)+b2/cosα4,bl

Volute loss ∆hvol =
v2

4,r

2

TABLE 1: Loss correlations implemented in the centrifugal-compressor mean-line design tool. b: blade height, D: diameter, R: radius,
δr: clearance thickness, ρ: density, v: absolute velocity, w: relative velocity, u: peripheral velocity, α: absolute flow angle, β : relative
flow angle, ṁ: mass-flow rate, V̇ : volumetric-flow rate. (·)1: impeller inlet, (·)2: impeller outlet, (·)3: vaned diffuser inlet, (·)4: vaned
diffuser outlet, (·)5: volute outlet, (·)bl : blade, (·)t : tip, (·)h: hub, (·),tg: tangential, (·),m: meridional, (·),r: radial.

Uncertainty Range Uncertainty Range

kµ U ([0.98,1.02]) Lvn U ([22.4,23.2])mm

c f U ([0.005,0.007]) t3 U ([0.75,1.25])mm

CP U ([0.6,0.7]) t4 U ([5.75,6.25])mm

α4,bl U ([30,35])◦

TABLE 2: Uncertainties included in the validation process.

is generally defined in the code as

η
c
T χ =

h(PT 5,s1)−h(PT 1,s1)−χ v2
5/2

leul +∆hext
, (2)

where ∆hext contains all external losses, while the definition
of the parameter χ allows different efficiency formulations. If
χ = 1, the expression returns the total-to-static efficiency ηc

T S (as
in the present validation case), while if χ = 0, then it returns the
total-to-total efficiency ηc

T T .
The validation shows that most of the experimental data fall
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FIGURE 2: Compressor mean-line predictions along with 95% confidence intervals compared against experimental data [7]. Efficiency
maps for (a) 45000 RPM, (b) 50000 RPM and (c) 55000 RPM. Enthalpy-rise map at different speedlines in subfigure (d).

in the predicted 95% confidence intervals. A slightly higher dis-
crepancy (≈ 1%pts) is found in the efficiency maps for the lowest
rotational speed. Moreover, upon examination of Figures 2(a)–
(c), the mean-line code overpredicts the efficiency at higher flow
coefficients. The enthalpy-rise map, on the other hand, perfectly
matches experimental data for all rotational speeds and flow co-
efficients. The combination of efficiency and enthalpy-rise maps
suggests that the overprediction in the efficiency curves at higher
flow coefficients can be attributed either to the outlet kinetic en-
ergy or to the external losses, by comparison of their associated
formulations (see Eqs. (1) and (2)). Nonetheless, we will only
refer to the peak (design) efficiency; accordingly, the overpredic-
tion at higher flow coefficients does not undermine the validity of
results presented in the following. Finally, the uncertainty in the
efficiency prediction is around ±1.5%pts for peak values, which
is satisfactory in light of the large uncertainties characterizing the
diffuser geometry.

1.3 Mean-line tool for axial turbines
The design of sCO2 turbines is performed by using the in-

house mean-line code zTurbo [22]. zTurbo was conceived for the
design of different turbine architectures, operating in subsonic,

transonic or supersonic flow regimes. Like any mean-line mod-
els, zTurbo inherently ignores the detailed shape of the turbine
blades, but it relies on correlations for losses whose reliability
determines the fidelity of the performance estimates. Few studies
document a good agreement between the mean-line calculations
and performance measurements [23, 24].

Within the framework of zTurbo, the calculation is run as-
signing total quantities at the turbine inlet, the static pressure at
the outlet, and the mass-flow rate along with the main geometri-
cal parameters. The code contains several loss correlations, e.g.
Ainley & Mathieson, Traupel, and Craig-Cox for axial turbines,
complemented by specific corrections for supersonic flows and
post-expansions downstream of the throat. In this work, Trau-
pel loss correlations are employed. The outflow angle is esti-
mated by applying a proper deviation correlation [25], while the
blade number is evaluated with the standard loading criterion of
Zweifel [26].

In the last five years, zTurbo was applied to axial [27, 28],
radial-outflow [29, 28], and radial-inflow [28] turbines. Casati
et al. [27] reports a validation against a four-stage axial turbine,
showing prediction capabilities similar to what documented in
[30] (namely, errors of≈ 2%pts with respect to the experiments).
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2 OPTIMAL COMPRESSOR DESIGN AT VARIABLE
OPERATING POINT, SIZE AND PRESSURE RATIO

The aim of this section is to assess the implication of the so-
called real-gas effects, depending on the upstream thermody-
namic state, on the achievable compressor efficiency ηc

T T for
different sizes and pressure ratios. To this end, several optimiza-
tions are carried out in order to generate optimized compressor
designs (in terms of highest total-to-total efficiency) by varying
the inlet thermodynamic states and, consequentially, the depar-
ture from the ideal-gas approximation (see, e.g., the compress-
ibility factor map in Figure 1). Representative 26 compressor-
intake conditions are recognized in the plane T–s (identified by
black dots in Figure 3) in the range of 33 ◦C < TT 1 < 150 ◦C and
70bar < PT 1 < 100bar. The lower temperature limit is chosen to
avoid local two-phase flows in the compressor (at least in design
conditions), while the upper limit eventually includes realistic in-
let conditions for the recompressor. Pressure limits are based on
preliminary cycle considerations for different minimum temper-
atures, retaining a large range to widen the analysis.

Several assumptions for the compressor design are made:
(i) the impeller blade number is computed as in [31]; (ii) split-
ter blades are included; (iii) zero incidence is assigned at the
impeller inlet; (iv) no purely radial impeller geometry is con-
sidered; (v) the vaned-diffuser is designed (Lvn, Nvn, R3, R4)
according to Aungier [18]; (vi) the diffuser inlet flow angle is

not corrected for the diffusion in the vaneless space; (vii) the
pressure-recovery coefficient CP is set at 0.7, which is represen-
tative of a fair diffusion process in design conditions; (viii) blade
and vane thicknesses are proportionally scaled from the Sandia’s
main compressor; (ix) clearances are proportionally scaled from
the Sandia’s main compressor, considering a maximum cap of
1mm.

The user cannot arbitrarily impose the target pressure ratio,
but it results from the mean-line calculations (only inlet total con-
ditions are imposed). Therefore, a penalty formulation is embed-
ded in the objective function (ηc

T T ) to drive the optimization to-
wards designs satisfying the prescribed pressure ratio, accepting
an absolute error of 0.01. Moreover, since the aim of the de-
signer is to avoid choked-flow operations at least in the design
condition, neither in the impeller nor in the diffuser, both relative
Mach number at the impeller inlet and absolute Mach number at
the impeller outlet are constrained, Mw1t < 1.3 and M2 < 1.1 re-
spectively. This latter parameter is still consistent with unchoked
operations since the vaneless gap between the impeller and the
vaned diffuser can be properly sized to avoid the onset of sonic
throats within the vaned-diffuser channel. Design variables for
the optimizations are reported in Table 3. The lower and upper
bounds are based on aerodynamic and rotordynamic considera-
tions, whose explanation can be found in several textbooks (see,
e.g., [32, 33]). Preliminary optimization tests unveiled the pres-
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FIGURE 3: Compressor total-to-total efficiency ηc
T T contours on the T–s thermodynamic plane for different pressure ratios and mass flow

rates. (- - -) minimum (70bar) and maximum (100bar) isobars; (•) inlet thermodynamic states on which the optimization is performed.
(?) CO2 critical point (Tc = 30.98 ◦C, Pc = 73.77bar).
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Design Variable Lower bound Upper bound

φ = V̇T 1/(u2 D2
2) 0.02 0.09

N 2000 RPM 100 000 RPM

k = 1−D2
1h/D2

1t 0.5 0.95

β2,bl -70◦ -10◦

α3,bl 65◦ 75◦

b2/D2 0.03 0.08

D1t/D2 0.3 0.7

AR = [R4 cos(α4,bl)]/[R3 cos(α3,bl)] 1 3

TABLE 3: Design variables for the optimization of centrifugal
compressors.

ence of multiple local optima, thus excluding gradient-based op-
timization methods. Therefore, optimization problems are solved
with genetic algorithms available in the Optimization Toolbox of
Matlab®. As these algorithms are meta-heuristic, five optimiza-
tions are performed for each inlet condition. The compressor de-
sign with the maximum objective-function value out of the five
trials is ultimately selected.

Two compressor sizes are considered, induced by two rep-
resentative values of the ingested mass-flow rate. According to
Crespi et al. [6], the net specific work for a recompression cy-
cle is typically in the range of 75÷ 175kJ/kg. Considering as
spectrum of power 5÷ 50MW, the turbine mass-flow rate is in
the range of 70÷ 300kg/s. As long as both the main com-
pressor and the recompressor elaborate only a part of the total
mass-flow rate, the analysis is performed for ṁ = 50kg/s and
ṁ = 250kg/s. Mass-flow rates below ṁ = 50kg/s are not con-
sidered, because the resulting compressor size would be so small
to make the rotordynamics, sealing and bearing features domi-
nate over the aerodynamics. Finally, three representative pres-
sure ratios βT T = PT 5/PT 1 are investigated, namely 2, 3.5 and
5. Higher pressure ratios are excluded from the analysis be-
cause they lead to technically not-relevant maximum pressure
(> 450bar).

The maximum compressor efficiencies for the combination
of selected pressure ratios, mass-flow rates and inlet thermo-
dynamic conditions are conveniently reported in the T–s dia-
gram in Figure 3. The efficiency fields indicate that a spe-
cific pattern connected to the inlet thermodynamic conditions
cannot be easily recognized. Although at low pressure ra-
tios a difference between comparatively low and high temper-
ature is present, see Figures 3(a) and 3(d), the variation is rel-
atively low (≈ 1%pts) and probably included in the computa-
tional uncertainty. Still, an opposite trend is observed in Fig-
ure 3(e), where the compressor presumably works less effi-
ciently when the inlet thermodynamic conditions are far from
the critical ones. The present analysis, given the design assump-
tions, seems to suggest that the compressor-intake thermody-

namic conditions have no relevant consequences on the achiev-
able compressor efficiency, but comparable efficiencies can be
obtained after a dedicated optimization task. The resulting op-
timized compressor layouts are shown for two representative
intake conditions in Figure 4, taking as a reference the small-
est mass-flow rate. The first set of thermodynamic conditions
(TT 1 = 34 ◦C, PT 1 = 78.75bar, ρT 1 = 447.81kg/m3) leads to a
density which is approximately four times higher than the sec-
ond one (TT 1 = 145 ◦C, PT 1 = 74.00bar, ρT 1 = 105.4kg/m3).

At first glance, the most evident geometrical difference lies
in a bigger impeller-eye opening and volute to compensate the
overall lower density. However, a more careful inspection reveals
that flow evolutions along the impeller meridional coordinate are
relatively different. Compressors designed for upstream thermo-
dynamic conditions far from the critical point show a sharper
variation in the blade height across the impeller. In fact, when the
volumetric variation (V̇5,is/V̇T 1) is considered, the first set of op-
erating conditions shows 0.77 and 0.62 for βT T = 2 and βT T = 5,
respectively. Conversely, the second set shows 0.59 and 0.32 for
the same pressure ratios. The difference in the volumetric be-
haviour for the same pressure ratio can be explained only as a
contribute of real-gas effects, enhanced in the first case due to
the proximity of the thermodynamic inlet conditions to the criti-
cal point. To be more specific, by comparing the previous results
obtained for TT 1 = 34 ◦C and PT 1 = 78.75bar with the ones ob-
tained in the ideal-gas limit (i.e. low pressures and high tempera-
tures), there is an underestimation of the volumetric variation of
24% for βT T = 2, which increases to 53% for βT T = 5. These
errors have to be compared with the one made by using an ideal-
gas model to estimate the flow evolution for the second set of in-
let thermodynamic conditions, resulting to 0.7% for βT T = 2 and
9% for βT T = 5. It follows that accounting for real-gas properties
is crucial to obtain a reliable preliminary design of the machine
when it operates in the neighbourhood of the thermodynamic
critical point. Moreover, this analysis demonstrates that the op-

150 mm

TT1 = 34 °C

PT1 = 78.75 bar

TT1 = 145 °C

PT1 = 74.00 bar

  =2.0   =5.0   =2.0   =5.0

FIGURE 4: Optimal compressor layouts for different intake-fluid
thermodynamic conditions. The mass-flow rate is 50kg/s for all
compressors represented in the figure.
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timization of the mean-line code converges to the proper geom-
etry by considering the meridional flow-path evolution. Finally,
it is possible to achieve technically-competitive compressor effi-
ciencies, comparable to those obtained in more dilute condition
(where the ideal-gas behaviour is partially recovered), when de-
signing representative full-scale compressors.

With reference to Figure 3, the mass-flow rate (i.e. the com-
pressor size) or the pressure ratio (i.e. the compressor load-
ing) show larger effects on the compressor efficiency. On the
one hand, the size reduction, e.g. from Figure 3(a) to Figure
3(d), causes a clear efficiency reduction (∆ηc

T T ≈−2.5%pts),
due to the increase in the clearance- and leakage-loss rela-
tive weight. This efficiency decrement given by size effects
(∆ηc

T T ≈−2÷3%pts) is found at each pressure ratio of the
present analysis. On the other hand, by increasing the pres-
sure ratio, hence the aerodynamic loading and its associated
losses (e.g. blade loading and recirculation), the compressor ef-
ficiency drops about 2%pts as well. Moreover, the same qualita-
tive behaviour given by a pressure-ratio variation is found for the
two ingested mass-flow rates, not evidencing an explicit cross-
dependency between aerodynamic loading and compressor size.

As far as optimal rotational speeds are concerned, they
show a wide range of variation within the limits selected for
the optimizations. To give an overview, we refer to the
extreme cases, i.e. the smallest highly-loaded compressor
(ṁ = 50kg/s, βT T = 5) and the largest slightly-loaded compres-
sor (ṁ = 250kg/s, βT T = 2). The former features optimal ro-
tational speeds in the order of 60000÷ 80000RPM within the
investigated thermodynamic ranges, while the latter shows com-
paratively smaller values and range (10000÷20000RPM). The
imposition of a lower rotational speed, for example employing
a single-shaft configuration, would presumably result in a much
lower compressor efficiency with respect to those reported in this
work. Finally, for all examined cases, the peripheral velocity is
found to be lower than 500m/s, thus limiting eventual issues re-
lated to the mechanical integrity.

3 TURBOMACHINERY-EFFICIENCY CORRELATIONS
In this section, efficiency correlations to be included in the cycle
analysis are devised. We initially limit our analysis to single-
stage turbomachinery, since the relatively limited pressure ratio
of interest to sCO2 cycles (∼ 2÷ 5) can be disposed efficiently
with a single-stage configuration for both centrifugal compres-
sors and axial turbines, thus guaranteeing a relevant technical
simplification. If the cycle is intended for power capacity higher
than approximately 100MW, multi-stage turbomachinery be-
comes the only viable choice capable of elaborating the large
flow rates while exhibiting comparatively higher component ef-
ficiencies. In the last section of the paper, an extension to multi-
stage architectures is discussed, still focusing on relatively small
power targets.

Recalling the approach of Macchi & Perdichizzi [34], both
compressor and turbine efficiencies are expressed as function of
two independent similarity parameters. The selected parameters
are the pressure ratio β , which accounts for machine loading,

and the size parameter SP, which includes size effect. As a mat-
ter of fact, self-similarity in Reynolds number can be assumed,
since the Reynolds number exceeds 107 for both the machines in
the conditions of interest. Besides, the impact of the fluid ther-
modynamics is neglected as the fluid does not change and the
optimal turbomachinery efficiency was demonstrated not to de-
pend on the intake conditions. Finally, as the correlations are
calibrated on already optimized turbomachinery, a parameter ac-
counting for the rotational speed is not needed [35] (turboma-
chinery are supposed to work at their optimal rotational speed). It
follows that the implementation of these correlations to estimate
optimized turbomachinery efficiencies within cycle routines im-
plicitly assumes that each turbomachinery rotates at its own op-
timal rotational speed on separate shafts. Size parameter SP and
the pressure ratio β are declined differently if referring either to
the compressor or to the turbine:

compressor: βc =
PT,out

PT,in
, SPc =

√
V̇T,in

∆h0.25
is

, (3)

turbine: βt =
PT,in

Pout
, SPt =

√
V̇out,is

∆h0.25
is

, (4)

where the subscript T stands for total quantities, while the sub-
script is indicates that the quantity is obtained through an isen-
tropic process.

These two parameters allow a straightforward implementa-
tion within cycle routines, without significantly increasing the
computational cost. Different analytical formulations (exponen-
tial, cubic, quadratic, polynomial) were tried to properly interpo-
late the evolution of turbomachinery efficiencies when the size
parameter and the pressure ratio are varied. Eventually, we se-
lect the simple yet effective polynomial formulation,

η = aSPb + cβ
d + e, (5)

where a, b, c, d, e are determined via a least-square regression of
optimized turbomachinery designs. For both the correlations, the
maximum deviation between the predicted and the actual (as pro-
vided by the mean-line optimization) value are reported. More-
over, the coefficient of determination R2, whose standard defini-
tion is reported as follows, is evaluated for both cases.

R2 = 1− ∑
N
i=1(ηi− η̂i)

2

∑
N
i=1(ηi−η)2

, (6)

where N is the number of optimized designs considered for the
correlation fitting, ηi are the efficiency values provided by the
mean-line code optimization, η is their mean value and η̂i are
the values predicted by the correlation.
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FIGURE 5: Compressor total-to-total efficiency ηc
T T as a func-

tion of size parameter SPc and pressure ratio βc.

3.1 Compressor-efficiency correlation
The centrifugal-compressor efficiency correlation is formu-

lated by including all the optimal compressor designs presented
in Section 2, consisting in overall N = 156 designs. About
8% of the optimal compressor pool exhibits a discrepancy of
1.0÷ 2.0%pts with respect to the predicted efficiency value.
These deviations are considered acceptable because they are
within the uncertainty range of the mean-line tool. One out-
lier (|η− η̂ |= 3%pts) is noticed and excluded a posteriori from
the fitting. The final compressor-efficiency correlation, reported
graphically in Figure 5, reads as

ηc = 0.4649SP0.8033
c −0.0183β

0.8870
c +0.8298. (7)

The validity ranges for such correlation are 2≤ βc ≤ 5 and
0.020m≤ SPc ≤ 0.080m. The coefficient of determination is
R2 = 0.87. Reasonably, the predicted efficiency can be clipped
for SPc > 0.080m, assuming that size effects are going to vanish
as compressor size increases.

3.2 Turbine-efficiency correlation
Before illustrating the turbine-efficiency correlation, the op-

timization set-up is discussed. Some design assumptions are
made in this context: (i) pure axial flow at the stator inlet; (ii)
constant mean diameter; (iii) the stator-rotor axial distance is set
as 0.5 of the stator axial chord; (iv) trailing-edge thickness-to-
throat opening ratio is set at 0.1 for both stator and rotor; (v)
stator hub and rotor tip clearances are equal to 0.5mm. Design
variables are instead reported in Table 4. As for compressor op-
timizations, lower and upper bounds are chosen accordingly to
aerodynamic and mechanical considerations available in Open
Literature.

The objective function is the maximization of machine effi-
ciency, which is generally coded in zTurbo as

η
t
T χ =

leul

hT 1−h3,is−χv2
3/2

. (8)

Depending on how much kinetic energy v2
3/2 is recovered down-

stream of the turbine, different efficiency formulations are possi-
ble. We assume that a diffuser is installed downstream of the
turbine, recovering 50% of the residual kinetic energy, hence
χ = 0.5 is used for the turbine efficiency hereinafter.

The objective function accounts for different penalties if
some design constrains are not satisfied. In particular, we im-
pose that: (i) the flaring angle, both for the stator and the rotor,
cannot exceed ±15◦; (ii) the absolute Mach number downstream
of the stator M1 has to be lower than 1.35 (eventually relying
on supersonic post-expansion, which becomes too inefficient for
M1 > 1.4); (iii) the peripheral speed at midspan cannot exceed
500m/s. The expected presence of multiple local maxima drives
the choice of the optimization algorithm towards meta-heuristic
methods as for the compressor optimizations. To reduce the pos-
sible stochastic scatter given by meta-heuristic methods, each op-
timization is run twice and the best design in terms of highest
turbine efficiency is selected.

As the turbine-intake thermodynamic conditions in the range
of interest for sCO2 power systems are not expected to trig-
ger peculiar real-gas effects, a comparatively lower number of
optimizations is performed. We identify N = 36 optimal de-
signs in the range of ṁ = 50÷250kg/s, TT 0 = 550÷750 ◦C and
βt = 2÷5. Additional optimizations are run for ṁ > 250kg/s,
evidencing no efficiency variations given the other two param-
eters constant. For all turbine designs, the reaction degree r,

Design Variable Lower bound Upper bound

N 2000 RPM 100 000 RPM

α1 65 ◦ 78 ◦

cs 20 mm 100 mm

β3 65 ◦ 78 ◦

cr 20 mm 100 mm

b0 10 mm 50 mm

b0/Dm 0.025 0.25

r = (h1,is−h3,is)/(hT 0−h3,is) 0 0.8

TABLE 4: Design variables for the optimization of single-stage
axial turbine. N: rotational speed; α: absolute flow angle; β :
relative flow angle; c: axial chord; b: blade height; D: diameter;
r: reaction degree; (·)0: stator inlet; (·)1: stator outlet; (·)2: rotor
inlet; (·)3: rotor outlet; (·)s: stator; (·)r: rotor; (·)m: midspan;
(·)is: isentropic; (·)T : total quantity.
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FIGURE 6: Turbine efficiency η t
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valid within dashed areas.

defined as in Table 4, results approximately 0.5. At the low-
est mass-flow rate, i.e. ṁ = 50kg/s, the rotational speed is
found at its upper limit (100000RPM), suggesting that the op-
timal rotational speed may be beyond that value. All other
optimal designs are characterized by rotational speeds between
20000÷ 95000RPM, typically higher than their compressor
counterparts. If a single-shaft compressor-turbine configuration
is desired, a trade-off on the rotational speed should be made,
compromising at least one out of two machine performance.

As in the previous section, the turbine-efficiency correlation
is obtained by fitting the efficiency of these representative 36 op-
timal designs. The maximum deviation between the mean-line
efficiency and the predicted value is below 1%pts for all exam-
ined cases. No outliers are found. The coefficient of determina-
tion is R2 = 0.96. The analytical expression reads as

ηt =−0.0003SP−1.7107
t +5.0665β

−9.7428
t +0.8858, (9)

whose validity range is reported in Figure 6. The correlations can
be clipped for size parameters SP beyond the upper limit, as op-
timization tests for higher flow rates demonstrated self-similarity
for size effects.

4 SCO2 CYCLE OPTIMIZATIONS ACCOUNTING FOR
TAILOR-MADE TURBOMACHINERY EFFICIENCY

A dedicated analysis on sCO2 cycle optimizations, including a
proper modelling of turbomachinery efficiencies, is now pre-
sented. The investigation is limited to the recompression sCO2
cycle, under the assumptions presented in the Section 1.1, at full-
load condition. However, since the backbone of sCO2 power
cycles is invariant among different layouts, we expect that the

present findings are not limited to the cycle arrangement here
considered.

The main goal of this study is to analyse the impact of the
turbomachinery efficiencies on cycle performance estimates; in
particular, the proposed correlations are compared to the stan-
dard assumptions of taking fixed turbomachinery efficiencies.
The assessment is carried out in parametric way, by changing
the hot-source temperature (Tmax), the cycle minimum temper-
ature (Tmin) and the net power output (Ẇel). Varying the cycle
pressure ratio (i.e. ratio between cycle maximum and minimum
pressure) within the range of validity of the proposed correla-
tions (i.e. β = 2÷5), the sCO2 cycle is optimized in terms of
cycle electrical efficiency, taking as design variables the mini-
mum pressure and the split factor. Note that each turbomachin-
ery features slightly different pressure ratios as a consequence of
the pressure drops occurring in the heat exchangers.

Three turbomachinery models are tested: (i) constant-
turbomachinery efficiencies ηt = 0.90 and ηc = 0.86; (ii)
constant-turbomachinery efficiencies ηt = 0.86 and ηc = 0.82;
(iii) turbomachinery-efficiency correlations η = f (SP,β ), as for-
mulated in Section 3. The first set of constant efficiencies rep-
resents relatively optimistic designs and they are approximately
comparable with values presently adopted for gas-turbine appli-
cations. On the other hand, the second set exhibits more realistic
values, taken approximately as the mean values provided by the
correlations given in Equations (7) and (9).

First, the hot-source temperature is changed and the related
variations on cycle performance are analysed by employing dif-
ferent fidelity models for the turbomachinery components. The
cycle minimum temperature and the power size are set constant
at Tmin = 35 ◦C and Ẇel = 25MW, respectively. Two maximum
temperature values are considered, namely Tmax = 550 ◦C and
Tmax = 750 ◦C. The results of this analysis are illustrated in Fig-
ure 7(a). Qualitatively, the efficiency trends for both hot-source
temperatures are similar. From a quantitative perspective, in-
stead, there is ≈ 10%pts-difference in the efficiency value be-
tween the lowest and the highest hot-source temperature. This
difference is expected as the maximum temperature has a sig-
nificant influence on the overall cycle efficiency. When β = 2,
the optimized electrical efficiency including turbomachinery-
efficiency correlations is similar to the one predicted with the
first set of constant-turbomachinery efficiencies (i.e. ηt = 0.90
and ηc = 0.86). Coherently, at low pressure ratio and moder-
ate power size, the predicted turbomachinery efficiencies from
the two models are found comparable. Nevertheless, as long as
the pressure ratio increases, the discrepancy between two mod-
els increases as well. Constant-efficiency models only show the
thermodynamic impact of the pressure ratio on the cycle, with-
out accounting for the impact of the increased aerodynamic load-
ing on the turbomachinery performance. At about β = 3.5, tur-
bomachinery efficiencies predicted via correlations are approxi-
mately equal to the second set of constant-efficiencies (ηt = 0.86
and ηc = 0.82). At higher pressure ratio, the efficiency penalty
increases and the overall cycle efficiency starts decreasing, evi-
dencing a maximum in the curve ηel(β ) for both the hot-source
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FIGURE 7: Parametric assessment of cycle efficiency ηel evolu-
tion as a function of the cycle pressure ratio Pmax/Pmin by chang-
ing the hot-source temperature (a), the minimum temperature (b)
and the installed power capacity (c).

temperatures. In absence of proper correlations for the turbo-
machinery efficiency, the maximum is not captured at the high-
est hot-source temperature, while a slight reduction of electrical
efficiency can be appreciated at the lowest maximum tempera-
ture. However, for this latter case, the reduction in the cycle per-
formance is only given by the smaller fraction of residual heat
available at the turbine outlet, which affects the recuperative pro-
cess, and not also by the deterioration of turbomachinery per-
formance. Indeed, the cycle efficiency drop is more pronounced
when turbomachinery-efficiency correlations are employed, be-
cause two effects (lower turbomachinery efficiency and worse
recuperative process) couple to decrease the cycle efficiency. An
increase of the maximum temperature hides the second effect
when β < 5, resulting not only to a quantitative overestimation of
the overall cycle efficiency but also to a wrong trend prediction
when constant efficiencies are assumed. At the highest pressure
ratio, which represents the worst-case scenario where larger ef-
ficiency differences are found, cycle efficiency is overestimated
of about 1.0%pts and 4.0%pts by employing the two set of con-
stant efficiencies with respect to the prediction provided by using
correlations.

Figure 7(b) shows the effect of the minimum temperature,
by keeping constant the hot-source temperature and the power
capacity at Tmax = 750 ◦C and Ẇel = 25MW, respectively. The
main trend of electrical efficiency is qualitatively similar to the
ones observed in the previous analysis. When the minimum tem-
perature increases, the overall lower cycle efficiency is related to
the higher compression work required by the main compressor.
This latter evidence can also explain why the optimal pressure
ratio is different for the two cases when the efficiency correla-
tions are used. Indeed, the reduction of the main-compressor
efficiency given an increase of the pressure ratio affects more the
cycle efficiency, as a consequence of the larger work required to
compress CO2 far from the critical point.

Finally, the implications of a small power capacity on the
cycle efficiency are illustrated in Figure 7(c). It compares the
variation of cycle efficiency with the pressure ratio for two rep-
resentative plant capacities, namely 10MW and 50MW. The
minimum and maximum temperature are equal to Tmin = 35 ◦C
and Tmax = 750 ◦C. By applying constant efficiency for the tur-
bomachinery, the cycle performance are not dependent on the
plant size; indeed, cycle routines can be equivalently formulated
in terms of specific quantities. On the other hand, considering the
performance of turbomachinery within the cycle routines, appre-
ciable differences are found. The smaller plant size has an ef-
ficiency which is lower of around 1%pts at small pressure ratio
up to 2%pts when β = 5 if compared to the larger plant capacity.
This efficiency deviation between the two plant capacities is only
related to the corresponding turbomachinery size, accounted in
the size parameters within the correlations (see Equations (7) and
(9)).

To sum up, for all the investigated parametric cases, a no-
ticeable difference is found in the prediction of cycle efficiencies
and of optimal pressure ratios, when a proper turbomachinery
modelling is included in the cycle analyses. A set of constant
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efficiencies, which may be of general validity and can provide
comparably accurate results (i.e. within 2%pts with respect to the
correlations) for all examined ranges, i.e. Tmax = 550÷750 ◦C,
Tmin = 35÷50 ◦C and Ẇel = 10÷50MW, seems not to be avail-
able.

5 POTENTIAL EFFICIENCY GAIN EMPLOYING MULTI-
STAGE TURBOMACHINERY

Up to this point, we limited the investigation on cycle perfor-
mance to single-stage turbomachinery. However, multi-stage ar-
rangements might exhibit higher efficiencies as a consequence
of the reduced aerodynamic loading at high cycle pressure ra-
tio and/or in connection to technological constraints in terms of
angular or peripheral speed. The aim of this section is to asses
the potential efficiency gain achievable through multi-stage tur-
bomachinery with respect to single-stage configurations.

To this end, several optimizations, for both two-stage cen-
trifugal compressors and axial turbines, are performed for a
discrete number of pressure ratios and size parameters. The
optimization algorithm, as well as the optimization set-up in
terms of objective functions, constraints and design variables,
recalls the one discussed for the optimizations of the corre-
sponding single-stage layout. The geometrical design vari-
ables, see Tables 3 and 4 for compressors and turbines, re-
spectively, are doubled (one group for each stage), while the
same rotational speed is considered for both stages. Besides,
the pressure-ratio distribution between the two stages is also
optimized, retaining that their product must satisfy the over-
all prescribed pressure ratio. As far as the multi-stage cen-
trifugal compressor is concerned, the crossover bend and the
return vane channel, which deswirles the flow before entering
into the next impeller, deserve appropriate considerations. Un-
der the assumption of zero vane incidence, which is reasonable
at design conditions, we consider a total-pressure loss coeffi-
cient, defined as ω = (PT,in−PT,out)/(PT,in−Pin) equal to 0.25
for both components, and a pressure-recovery coefficient, i.e.
CP = (Pout −Pin)/(PT,in−Pin) = 0.45, for the return vane chan-
nel only [33]. At the exit of the second stage, a volute is pre-
scribed as in the single-stage configuration. On the other hand,
the extension to two-stage axial turbine is less complex and it
does not require additional components to be modelled.

The optimized two-stage machine performance are reported
in Figure 8 for selected conditions of pressure ratio and size pa-
rameter in terms of efficiency deviation ∆η ; this latter is defined
as the difference between the two-stage optimized efficiency and
the value provided by the correlations given in Eqs. (7) and (9)
for single-stage compressors and turbines, respectively.

Upon examination of Figure 8(a), which reports the
compressor-efficiency deviation, the application of two-stage
compressors for βc < 3 provides lower efficiency if compared to
the corresponding single-stage configuration. Indeed, for these
values of pressure ratio, a reduction in the aerodynamic loading
and in its associated losses does not compensate the additional
losses introduced by the crossover bend and the return vane chan-
nel. Otherwise, as long as the pressure ratio increases (βc > 3),
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FIGURE 8: Efficiency deviation ∆η between dedicated opti-
mizations of two-stage machines and predicted efficiencies by
single-stage correlations for compressors (a) and turbines (b).

a positive efficiency gain is provided by the multi-stage solution,
achieving up to ∆ηc = 2.0÷2.5%pts at small size parameters
(SPc < 0.05m) and high pressure ratio (βc > 4.5).

On the other hand, a two-stage turbine prevails over the
single-stage layout for all the pressure ratio, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 8(b). Moreover, the efficiency gain provided by a multi-stage
turbine is comparatively higher than the efficiency gain achiev-
able by multi-stage compressors. Except for few designs located
at high size parameters (SPt > 0.10m) and low pressure ratio
(βt < 2.5), featuring an increase of about ∆ηt = 1.0÷1.5%pts,
the larger part of the mapped region exhibits a net increase of
∆ηt = 2÷3%pts, which is extremely relevant as cycle perfor-
mance are more affected by an increase in the turbine efficiency
than in the compressor one [5]. Furthermore, for the lowest size-
parameter values, i.e. SPt < 0.06m, the efficiency gain raises
to ∆ηt = 3÷4%pts. For such optimized designs, the single-
stage configuration converges to high values of rotational speed,
close to the upper bound imposed in the optimization routine
(see Table 4); the high peripheral speed required to obtain the
work exchange combined with a limited angular speed results
in a relatively large mean diameter, thus implying a comparably
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small blade aspect ratio b/Dm. Relying on a multi-stage architec-
ture, the aerodynamic loading on each stage is reduced, so that
a smaller peripheral velocity is required. As a consequence, the
optimization can find optimized machine designs which feature
comparatively lower rotational speeds and higher blade aspect ra-
tio, thus considerably reducing the weight of the secondary and,
especially, of the leakage losses. A further increase in the number
of stages, without additional constraints on the rotational speed,
is expected to produce a significantly lower rise in the turboma-
chinery efficiency, as most of the losses, e.g. related to the blade
loading and to the aspect ratio, are already minimized in the two-
stage set up.

These optimized two-stage turbomachinery designs are used
to formulate a correction for the correlations previously devel-
oped. To this end, a linear regression is used, exhibiting a coeffi-
cient of determination R2 = 0.75÷0.80 for both the compressor
∆ηc and the turbine ∆η t correction. The maximum deviation
between the linear model prediction ∆η and the actual deviation
∆η (as in Figure 8) is 0.75%pts and 0.50%pts for the compressor
and the turbine, respectively, which are within the corresponding
mean-line code errors. The analytical expressions for the linear
corrections are:

∆ηc =−0.15172SPc +0.00577βc−0.00671, (10)
∆η t =−0.20126SPt +0.00006βt +0.04447, (11)

where the subscript c refers to the compressor, whilst the sub-
script t refers to the turbine. These corrections have to be added
to the single-stage machine correlations (refer to Eqs. (7) and (9)
for compressor and turbine, respectively) to obtain the two-stage
machine efficiency.

The corrected correlations are used to infer the potential
cycle-efficiency gain brought by multi-stage turbomachinery, as
illustrated in Figure 9. If a multi-stage solution performs worse
than the corresponding single stage, i.e. ∆η < 0, this latter lay-
out is considered for the selected cycle pressure ratio even in the
multi-stage calculations. Two power-capacity targets are consid-
ered, namely Ẇel = 10MW and Ẇel = 50MW at fixed minimum
and hot-source temperature, i.e. Tmin = 35 ◦C and Tmax = 750 ◦C,
respectively. Even at the smallest pressure ratio β = 2, the
turbine-efficiency increase given by the multi-stage solution in-
duces a substantial rise in the cycle efficiency, which results in
+0.6%pts and +1.0%pts for high and low power capacity, re-
spectively. As long as the pressure ratio increases, the marginal
cycle improvement increases as well, achieving +1.2%pts and
+1.8%pts at β = 5 for high and low power capacity, respectively.
However, the expected efficiency gain given by a multi-stage
turbomachinery arrangement must deal with the capital-cost in-
crease, thus a trade-off between the increase of cycle perfor-
mance and the plant cost has to be found. An optimum pressure
ratio in the range β = 2÷5 also exists for multi-stage configu-
rations, conversely to what predicted by the constant-efficiency
assumption. Furthermore, significant quantitative differences be-
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FIGURE 9: Cycle efficiency ηel evolution as a function of the
cycle pressure ratio Pmax/Pmin for two installed power capacities
by employing single- and multi-stage turbomachinery.

tween the efficiency predicted by the corrected correlations and
the constant-efficiency assumption emerge, proving that this lat-
ter assumption is not suitable even when multi-stage arrange-
ments are considered.

CONCLUSION
This work illustrates a detailed analysis about the impact of op-
timized turbomachinery performance on the efficiency of sCO2
power cycles. The analysis is carried out numerically, combin-
ing a simulation tool for the design of recompression sCO2 ther-
modynamic cycles with mean-line codes for both the compres-
sor and the turbine, which are assumed to be of centrifugal and
of axial architecture, respectively. The compressor mean-line
tool is validated against experimental data along with a dedi-
cated uncertainty-quantification analysis to include missing in-
put information. The validation shows that nearly all data fall
within the extended confidence intervals (±1.5%pts for peak ef-
ficiencies at three different rotational speeds). The turbine mean-
line code was validated in the past (±2.0%pts against experi-
ments) and used for several documented design tasks featuring
real-gas effects. Turbomachinery designs are obtained by com-
bining the mean-line codes with an external optimization routine
implementing an evolutionary-based algorithm.

A comprehensive investigation about compressor maximum
efficiency is performed by varying the intake-fluid thermody-
namic conditions, the compressor pressure ratios and mass-flow
rates. Three main conclusions are drawn from this analysis:

(I) Compressors optimized for conditions representative of
full-scale plants exhibit competitive efficiencies (82÷85%
for pressure ratio β ≤ 3.5).

(II) The intake-fluid thermodynamic conditions seem not to af-
fect the compressor efficiency if dedicated optimizations
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are run (∆η ≤ 1.0%pts, within the uncertainty of the mean-
line code).

(III) Appreciable differences in compressor efficiencies are
found by changing the compressor size and loading. Com-
pressor efficiencies reduces of ≈ 2%pts both by increas-
ing the pressure-ratio value (∆β = 1.5) and by moving to
lower mass-flow rates (e.g. from 250kg/s to 50kg/s).

Efficiency correlations accounting for size and aerodynamic
loading effects are then deduced for single-stage compressors
and turbines by fitting the optimized designs. These correlations
are used to infer about thermodynamic cycle analyses and opti-
mizations in a parametric way, changing the hot-source temper-
ature, the minimum cycle temperature and the power capacity of
the plant. The results are compared with those obtained by em-
ploying standard constant turbomachinery efficiencies. Qualita-
tive (different trends of cycle electrical efficiency with respect to
overall pressure ratio) and quantitative (cycle-efficiency differ-
ences up to ≈ 4%pts in the worst-case scenario) discrepancies
suggest that a proper modelling of turbomachinery component is
crucial to get reliable sCO2 power-system optimizations.

Finally, a correction for multi-stage architectures is also de-
vised, performing dedicated optimizations of two-stage turboma-
chinery. The corrected correlations are used to quantify the po-
tential efficiency gain given by multi-stage turbomachinery ar-
rangements, showing that small power-capacity plants are ex-
pected to benefit more from this choice (up to +1.8%pts in terms
of cycle efficiency). Furthermore, even for multi-stage configu-
rations, constant turbomachinery-efficiency models are not able
to properly reproduce the cycle-efficiency evolution, suggesting
that a detailed turbomachinery model is still mandatory.
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